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A set of languages i  independent if no language in the set can be obtained from other 
languages in the set by a sequence of full AFL  operations. It is proved that the set 
{Pk lk  > 2} is independent, where P ,  = {a ~* ln  ~ 1}. For J -C{2,3,4,. . .},  it is 
proved that {Ek I k ~ J} is independent if and only if no two numbers in J are powers 
of the same integer, where EL = {a ** I n >~ 1). 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of operations on formal anguages has become more systematic since the 
introduction of the concept of a full AFL in [2]. (AFL is an acronym for Abstract 
Family of Languages.) This is a family of languages closed under the full AFL 
operations: homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, intersection with a regular set, 
union, concatenation, and Kleene closure. A set ~ of languages is defined to be 
independent if no language in ~a can be obtained from the other languages in ~o by a 
finite sequence of full AFL operations. In [5], Greibach raised the question of whether 
there are any infinite independent sets of languages, and conjectured that the set 
consisting of the languages 
{an'ln >~ 1), {a~Sln >~ 1} ..... 
is such a set. In this paper we prove that this set is indeed independent. In fact, we 
show that it remains independent even if substitution is included in the set of allowable 
operations. We also study the set consisting of the languages 
{a2~l n ~ 1},(a3" l n >~ 1} ..... 
and we characterize all of its independent subsets. 
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Notation. For k ~ 2, let Pk = {an*[n ~ 1} and let Ek = {d~"[n ~ 1}. Thus, 
for example, P2 = {a, a 4, a9,..., an',...} and E~ = {a 2, a 4, a s ..... a2",...}. 1 
We will study the languages Pk and Ek, which we regard as among the most natural 
one-letter languages. In Section 3, we prove that {P~] k ~ 2} is independent. In 
Section 4, we characterize those subsets of {Eklk ~ 2} which are independent: 
{Ej [j in J} is independent if and only if no two numbers in J are powers of the same 
integer. 
Any infinite language L over a one-letter alphabet is essentially just an infinite set 
of nonnegative integers, and so may be represented by a strictly increasing function f
from the positive integers to the nonnegative integers. For example, the function 
associated with Pk would be fk(n) = nk; and so we obtain the functions n ~, n3,.... 
Each of these functions has a different rate of growth in the sense thatfk(n)/fk+l(n) --~0 
as n ~ ~.  The Independence Lemma, which we prove in Section 3, asserts that any 
set of "well-behaved" one-letter languages with different rates of growth is independent. 
The independence of {Pk]k ~ 2} is an immediate consequence. However, the 
languages Ek are not well behaved with respect o growth rates. For example, if R 
is the regular set R={a 3n+l ln />0} ={a n[n~ lmod3},  then since E 2 = 
{a 2"[n>~ 1} and 2 ~ - - l  mod 3, E 2c~R z{a  4nIne> 1}.But2n/4 n -+0asn-+oe.  
Thus, intersection with a regular set can alter the rate of growth of E 2 . For this reason 
the independence of the languages E k , to the extent hat they are independent, follows 
not from differences in the rates of growth of the associated functions, but rather from 
their specific structure, as will be seen in Section 4. Nonetheless, both the results on 
{Pk [k >/2} and those on {ET~ rk ~> 2} depend on the same lemma. This lemma, the 
Decomposition Lemma for a-transducers, is proved in Section 2. Section 1 deals with 
preliminary concepts. 
The material in this paper is based on part of the author's doctoral dissertation, 
written at the University of California at Berkeley under the supervision of Professor 
Edwin A. Spanier. The author wishes to express his thanks to Professors Seymour 
Ginsburg and Edwin Spanier for their guidance in that research. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we briefly review some basic concepts involving full semi-AFLs, 
full AFLs, and a-transducers, and we define three concepts of independence. In 
Section 2, we will prove that all three concepts are the same for languages of the type 
we will be working with. In general, we shall assume an elementary knowledge of 
formal language theory. The reader is referred to [2] for any unexplained notation. 
1 p stands for polynomial, E for exponential. 
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For each set Z 1 of symbols, Zl* is the set of all finite strings of elements of X1, 
including the empty string e. Each element w of Xl* is called a word or string, and its 
length is denoted by I w [. 
DEFINITION. A language is a set L for which there exists a finite set Z 1 of symbols 
such that L _C 271". The smallest such Z 1 is denoted by Z z . The language L is e-free 
if e is not in L. The language L is a one-letter language if #(EL) ~< 1.2 
DEFINITION. A full semi-AFL is a pair (27, .5~a), or s when 27 is understood, such 
that 
(1) X is an infinite set of symbols; 
(2) ~o is a set of languages with ZL C_ Z for each L in L6'; 
(3) L @ ~ for some L in .~a; and 
(4) ~ is closed under the following full semi-AFL operations: homomorphism, 
inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular sets, and union. 
If, in addition, ~ is closed under concatenation and .  then L~  is a full AFL. 
Henceforth, Z will denote a fixed infinite set of symbols, and Z with a subscript will 
always denote some finite subset of Z. All symbols given or constructed, and then 
used in a language, will be assumed to lie in Z. ~ with or without primes or subscripts 
will always denote a set of languages, and L with or without primes or subscripts will 
always denote a single language. Let S~(~) and ~(.L~ denote the smallest full semi- 
AFL  and full AFL, respectively, containing each language in ~,  and let ~ denote 
the set of all regular languages. (Because of condition (3) in the definition of a full 
semi-AFL, it is not obvious that ~9~(~q~ o) and ~(~o) exist when .~o fails to contain a 
nonempty language. But it can be shown that they do exist in this case, and that in 
fact they are equal to ~.) 
The definition of a full semi-AFL in terms of four kinds of operations and of a full 
AFL  in terms of six is cumbersome. To obtain an alternative characterization, the 
concept of an a-transducer is needed. This is a one-way rewriting device with a non- 
deterministic finite-state control and a set of accepting or final states. 
DEFINITION. An a-transducer is a 6-tuple M = (K, Z1, Z2, H,  Po, F), where 
(1) K is a finite set (of states); 
(2) X 1 and Z 2 are finite sets (the input and output alphabets); 
(3) H is  a finite subset o fK  • Zl* • Z2* • K( the set of moves); 
(4) P0 is in K (the start state); and 
(5) F is a subset of K (the set of final states). 
The a-transducer M is e-free if H C K X Zl* N (Z2* -- {e}) N K. 
If S is a finite set, #(S) is the number of elements in S. 
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N.otation. I f  M --- (K,)"x, Xz, H, Po, F) is an a-transducer, then a string rr in 
H* is a computation of M if either 
(1) 7r := e andpo is inF, or 
(2) ~r := (p l ,x l ,y l ,q l ) ' "  (pn ,x~,y . ,q , , )  for some n >~ 1 where each 
(Pi ,  x~,yi,q~) is in H, Pa -~Po, q. is in F, and P/+x ---- qi for 1 ~< i < n. 
The set of all computations i  denoted by HM, and input and output homomorphisms 
~q: H* --+ XI* and 0: tt* --~ Xa* are defined by 
,~(h) --- x and O(h) = y 
for h = ( p, x, y, q) in H. For any language L, 31(1.) is defined to be O(FI M ~ ~I-I(L)). 
For any set .Z' of languages, let 
~d(.Lf)[.~/(ooq?)] =--- {M(L) ]L in .LP, M an [e-free] a-transducer}. 
It is easily verified that .off is closed under a-transduction (i.e., J](.Lf) C .Lf) if and only 
if .Z' is closed under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with 
regular sets. In addition, the composition of two a-transducer mappings is an a- 
transducer mapping. From these facts, the following known result may be obtained. 
THEOREM 1.1. 
(a) f f  ~ contains a nonempty language, then ~(.W) -~ (L 1 td ... u L~ I n >t 1, 
L,  in ~(.~)}. 
(b) I fL  is a nonempty language, then a5~(L) --: ~(L) .  
Let .o~ contain a nonempty language. By the preceding theorem, s is a full semi- 
AFI_, if and only if .W is closed under a-transduction and union. The next theorem 
implies that .Z' is a full AFL  if and only if .W is closed under a-transduction and 
substitution into regular sets. 
Notation. If  ~r and .~a, are sets of languages, let 
~O~ a' = (r(L) I L in .W, ~ a substitution of languages in .Lf' for letters in XL}. 
The following theorem is a well-known consequence of results in [2]. 
THEOREM 1.2. I f  ~ contains a nonempty language, then ,~-(~) = .~( .~) .  
Notation. Let .~#o(-W) be the smallest substitution-closed 4 full AFL  containing 
each language in ~'. 
a We write 5~(L) in place of 5~({L}), and similarly for ~(L), ..~'(L), etc. 
.~" is substitution-closed if ..97'6.~' C_.W'. 
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Three concepts of independence can now be defined. 
DEFINITION. ,.~ is independent (weakly independent, strongly independent) if no L 
is in a~(s162 _ (L})[~9~(Xr _ (L}), ~a~(~ _ (r})]. 
It  is obvious that if ~ is strongly independent then it is independent, and that if ~qa 
is independent, hen it is weakly independent. In the next section it is proved that for 
many sets of one-letter languages, the three concepts are equivalent. 
is independent if, roughly speaking, no language in s162 can be obtained from the 
other languages in ~ by repeated applications of full AFL  operations. Actually, this 
is not strictly correct. (Since a full AFL  is required to contain a nonempty language, 
o~(.oq') is not always the closure of .oq ~ under full AFL  operations. For example, if 
.o~ = ~ then o~(5r = ~,  not ~.  Therefore, if ~ = {R}, where R is a regular 
language, then R is in o@-(~ --  {R}) and ~q~ is not independent.) But it is true that 
saying ~ is independent is equivalent o saying that if any language L is dropped 
from ~ then o~(,~o _ {L}) is smaller than o~(~):  o~(.~f --  {L}) C ~(~o).  In fact, 
5e is independent if and only if ~ '  C ~ implies o~(~q ~ C o4~(~~ Analogous remarks 
are true in the case of weak or strong independence. 
Note that if .o9 ~ is independent, hen every subset of ~ is independent. On the other 
hand, if ~ is dependent (i.e., not independent), then some L in ~4' is in o~(.o-q~ ~ -- {L}). 
But then L is in ~({L  1 ,..., Ln}) for some finite subset {L 1 ..... Ln} of .,W --  {L}, so 
{L, L 1 ,..., L,,} is dependent. Thus, ~ is independent if and only if every finite subset 
of ~a is independent. The same is true for weak and strong independence. 
2. DECOMPOSITION LEMMA 
Sections 3 and 4 deal with one-letter languages in which the difference between the 
lengths of successive words tends to infinity. The principal tool for dealing with such 
languages is proved in this section. I t  is called the Decomposition Lemma, and it 
asserts that i fL  is any such language in o~(L0) , where L 0 is a one-letter language, then L 
can be decomposed into a finite union of languages each contained in a linear trans- 
formation of L 0 . 
Notation. Let 
6g = {L C a* ]L is infinite}. 
I f  L is in 6g, let L(n) be the unique strictly increasing function of n such that L 
{aL(n) [ n ~ 1}. Let 
= {L ~ 0[ [ L(n + 1) --  L(n) --~ oo as n -+ oo}. 
I f  ~ is a set of one-letter languages, not all empty, and i fL is in ~,  then a strength- 
ened form of Theorem 1.2 is true: I f  L is in ~(s162 then L is in/~xOdr where 
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"~l = {R ~ ~ [ R _C 27 k3 {e}}. In other words, L is a finite union of languages in 
dt'(~r k3 {{e}}. Before this can be proved, a preliminary lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ~L~ and ~q~' be closed under a-transducer mappings. I f  L' is a language 
in ( ~O~q ~') c3 ~ then L ' is a finite union of languages from .W and Sr 
Proof. We may assume that 5. a' contains a nonempty language, since otherwise 
the lemma is vacuous. Then s162 contains all regular sets, since i ~ is closed under a- 
transduction. Let L' be a language in (~o, )  n ~.  Then L'  = r(L), where L is in ~r 
and r is a substitution such that r(x) is in ~o, for x in X L . We may assume without 
loss of generality that ~-(x) =/= ~ for each x in Z L . 
Let 27 o ~ {x e Z L I r(x) is finite}, X 1 = 27L - -  270 ,  L0  = L n 270" , and L 1 = 
L ~ Z'Z127*. Then L o and L 1 are in ~ and L' = r(L 0 w L1) = ~-(L0) u r(L1). Since ~o 
is closed under a-transduction and T(x) is finite for each x in 210, r(L0) is in ~o. Hence, 
it suffices to show that r(L,) is a finite union of languages from ~' .  LetL~ = L n 27*yZ* 
for y in Z 1 . Then r(L1) = U~ez 1~-(Lu). We will show that each r(Lu) is in ~o,. 
Choose a letter y in 271, and a word w = xyz in Lu. Since r(Lu) C r(L) = L' is in ~,  
r(Lu) C a*. Choose any word a ~ in .r(xz). I f  w' = x'yz' is any word inL~, and a q is in 
r(x'z'), then q - -  p. For suppose to the contrary that q =/= p. Suppose q > p. (The case 
q <p is similar.) Then q = p + d for some d >/ 1. Since L'  is in ~,  there is an 
integer n such that if a m is inL '  and m >/n,  then a *~+a is not inL' .  Since r (y )  is infinite, 
there is a word a r in r (y )  with r ~> n. Then a r+p is in r(xyz) C_ r(L) = L' and a r+~+a 
is in r (x 'yz ' )C r (L )= L', a contradiction. Thus, q = p. It  follows that r(L~) 
r (y )  " a ~. But r (y )  is in ~f'  and ~o, is closed under a-transduction, so r(Lu) is in ~ '  
as required. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ~ be a set of one-letter languages, not all empty. Then any language 
in ~(  cp) c~ ~ is a finite union of languages in o/#(~-~) u {{e}}. 
Proof. Let L be in ~(~o)  c3 ~.  Let ~0 = ~176 and ~ = ~~ 1 for n /> 1. 
Then each ~o is a full AFL  and ~(~)  = U~>0~ [3]. Let k =min{n[Le~~ 
By Lemma 2.1, k = 0. ThusL  is in ~0 = ~&j/~(~o) _C .~2(~~176 By Lemma 2.1, 
L, and hence L --  {e}, is a finite union of languages in d[(~q~). But each e-free language 
in ~/~(~o) is in ~ since ~ is a set of one-letter languages [6]. So L - -  {e}, is a 
finite union of languages in ~'(o~~ 
As a consequence of this last lemma, we can prove that for ~ C ~,  the three forms 
of independence in which we are interested coincide. 
THEOREM 2.1. For ~ C ~,  the following are equivalent. 
(i) ~ is strongly independent; 
(ii) ~ is independent; and 
(iii) ~ is weakly independent. 
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Proof. Clearly (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii). So it suffices to show that (iii) 
implies (i), or equivalently, that if (i) is false then (iii) is false. Suppose (i) is false. 
Then L is in o~(~ --  {L}) for some L in ~o. I f  ~ - -  {L} does not contain a nonempty 
language, then L is in ~(~ --{L}) = 5P(~ --{L}). And if ~ --{L} does contain a 
nonempty language then by Lemma 2.2, since L is in ~(5~ --  {L}) n ~,  L is in 
59(~ cp--  {L}). Thus, (iii) is false. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
DECOMPOSITION LEMMA. Suppose T is in ~(oW),  where .Lf is a set of  languages 
in a *~ and T is in ~.  Then there is a decomposition T = T 1 k) ... u T~ , n >~ 1, there are 
positive rational numbers Pl ,..., P~ , there are nonnegative integers b 1 ,..., bn and q ,..., cn , 
and there are languages S1 ..... Sn in L f  such that for every a t in T i there exists an a ~ in S~ 
with t --  c i = p~(s - -  bi). 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose T is in M/(S) for some S in ~.  Then T = M(S)  where 
M --  (K, {a}, {a}, H, P0, F)  is an e-free a-transducer. We use the notation introduced 
in Section 1. Define a string y in H* to be a loop if 7 ~ (Pl ,  xl, Yl, ql) "'" (Pk, x~, Yk, qk), 
where k ) 1, each (p i ,  x i ,y i ,  qi) is in H, Pi+~ = qi for 1 ~ i < k, and q~ =pl -  
Thus, 7 has the same first and last state, qk = P l -  (Note that the length of 7 is ] 7 [ = k.) 
Let 
F = {7 [Y a loop, [y]  ~< #(K)}, 
F '  = {7 E F I ~/(y) v ~ e}, 
let m ~ I-I,~r' ] ~7(Y)f, and for 1 ~< k ~< m, let 
S (7~) ={a ~eS l i~kmodm}.  
Then S = S a) u .-" ~3 S (~). 
It  suffices to show that for each k, M(S  (k)) has a decomposition satisfying the 
conclusion of the lemma, for then the union of the decompositions of the M(S ok)) 
will give a decomposition of M(S)  = T. 
Suppose then that k is arbitrary but fixed, and let S'  = S (k). I f  S '  is finite then 
M(S ' )  is regular. Since l],l(S') C_ T ~ ~,  M(S ' )  cannot be infinite, else it would be in 
and ~@ contains no regular sets. Thus, if S '  is finite then M(S ' )  is finite, and so it trivially 
has the required decomposition. (Any finite set T '  ~ (at1,..., a t.} has a decomposition 
T'  = T 1" L; ... w Tn' satisfying the lemma. Just let S 1 . . . . .  Sn = S, choose 6
a ~ in S and let T /  = {ate}, ci = t i ,  Pi = 1, and b i = s.) Hence, we may suppose that 
S'  is infinite. 
That is, 5r C {L I L C a*}. 
6 Since T is in 9, T is not empty. Hence S is not empty. 
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For rr and ~r' in HM, define ~r > ~r' if ~r = (xTfl and rr' = ~ for some e,/3 in H*, 
in / ' ;  and let >*  be the transitive, reflexive closure of > .  Thus,  ~r >*  ,r' if rr' can be 
obtained from rr by excising zero or more loops of P. Let 
and for ~ in A, let 
and 
//~ = {~e/ /M I # >*  ~} 
T. = o(g~ n v-~(s')). 
Since M only has #(K)  states, any ~r in H M with [ 7r I > /#(K)  contains a loop ~ in / ' ,  
so that rr = ayfl; and aft is in H M since y is a loop. I t  follows that H M = ~a H~ and 
M(S ' )  = O(HMn ~-~(S ' ) ) :  U~A 7",. To show that this is an appropriate decom- 
position of M(S ' ) ,  we show that each T~ satisfies the condition: 
(*) there is a rational p > 0 and integers b ~> 0 and e ~> 0 such that for all a ~ 
in T~ there is an a" in S with t - -  c = p(s - -  b). 
Suppose a is an arbitrary but  fixed computation i A. I f  #(H, )  ~< 1, then #(T , )  ~< 1 
and (*) is satisfied trivially. I f  #(H~) > 1, there must be a ~r' > ~, so that ,r' = ~'yo ~", 
o~ = ~'~", 7o e F. Let s o = [ ~(Y0)] and t o = ] 0(~,0) I. I f  
let p = to/s o . Since M is e-free, p > 0. Let b = I ~(e)[ 
the proof, we now show that if a t is in T~ , then there is 
p(s - -  b); for then T~ will satisfy (*). 
Suppose a ~ is in T~,  so that a * = 0(#) for some rr in 
s o = O, let p = 1; otherwise 
and c : [ 0(@. To  complete 
ana  " inS forwh icht -c  = 
H~ n ~-1(S'). Let V(rr) = a *, 
so that a s is in S '  _C S. Since rr is in H a, 7r >*  ~, so 7r can be derived from ~ by 
inserting in turn zero or more loops 7x .... , ~ , ,  7i ~ 1". Let si = I ~(Ti)l and ti  -~ [ 0(7i)]. 
Suppose we show 
(**) ti : ps i ,  1 ~ i <~ n. 
Then s = ] ~(~r)[ = [ ~(~)l + [ W(71)I -? "'" + [ ~/(7n)] = b -k sl + "" -? sn, so that 
t : T 0(~r)] = c -? t 1 + "'" -b t,~ -= c q- p(s 1 -k- "'" -k s,)  : c + p(s - -  b), as required. 
I t  remains to prove (**). Suppose, by way of contradiction, that for some]', 1 ~<j ~< n, 
t~ ~ ps i .  Let p be the first (and hence also the last) state of ~0 9 F rom the way we have 
chosen Yo, ~ and hence zr pass through p. For i />  0, let ~ri result from inserting the 
loop ~o i into rr at a point where zr passes through p. Similarly, if q is the first state of yj 
then zr and hence zri_sj pass through q for all i > /s j .  Let zr i' result from insert ing 
7~0 into ~ri_~j at a point where rri_sj passes through q. Note that ] ~/(rri')l = 
s + (i - -  s~) s o + SoS j = s + is o = [ ~?(rri)[, so that ~(*ri' ) = ~(,/r i ) .  
To arrive at the desired contradiction, suppose first that s o = 0. Then  ~/(Yo) ~ e 
so that B(~i) = 7/(~r) for all i, and ~7(rri) is in S '  C_ S .  I t  follows that O(rri) -= a t+i~o is 
in T for all i >~ 0, so that T( I  + 1) - -  T(1) -~. oo as l --~ oo, contradicting the fact 
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that T is in ~.  Suppose, on the other hand, that s o @ 0. Then ps o = t o by the definition 
of p, and if d = Sot j - -toS j then d = So(t ~ - -ps i )  v~ 0 by the choice of j'. Since 
T(i + 1) - -  T(i) --~ oo as i --~ 0% and obviously i --~ oo as T(i) --* oo, we may find a 
k' such that 
(***) a rti)+a is not in T for T(i) > k'. 
Since S'  is infinite, we may choose a s' in S'  with s' > max{s + SoS ~ , s + sok'}. By the 
definition of m, s o divides m; by the definition of S' ,  m divides s' - -  s; hence, s' - -  s = 
is o for some i, and i > s t since s' > s 4- SoS ~ 9 But then 7/(rri' ) = ~/(Tri) = a s+~s0 = 
a s' ~ S'  _C S, so that O(~ri' ) and O(rri) are in M(S)  = T. Since [ O(~ri) I -= t + it o and 
10(Tri')[ = t 4- ( i - -  s~) t o 4- Sot J --- t + it o + d, and t + it o >/ i > k', this contra- 
dicts (***). 
Proof. Case 2. Now suppose T is in o~(~) .  Since T is in ~,  T is not regular, 
so ~q' must contain a nonempty language. Then by Lemma 2.2, T = 7"1 u "" u T~, 
where each Ti is in ,f-t'(s ~ u {{e}}. Consider any T i .  I f  Ti is finite it trivially has a 
decomposition satisfying the lemma. I f  Ti is infinite then Ti is in ~ since T is, and Ti 
is in J/g(S) for some S in s so by Case 1, Ti has a decomposition satisfying the lemma. 
Therefore, T has a decomposition satisfying the lemma. 
3. POLYNOMIAL LANGUAGES 
In this section it is proved that the set {Pk lk  >~ 2} of "polynomial" languages is 
independent. Recall that Pk = (an~[ n ~ 1}. The independence of this set follows 
from a general theorem on independence for one-letter languages. This Independence 
Theorem states that a set of "well-behaved" languages in ~ is strongly independent 
if each language in the set has a different growth rate. A language is "well-behaved" if 
its growth rate is not easily changed, that is, if it lies in the sets :~ and cg defined later 
in this section. 
Recall that ~ = {S C a* [ S infinite} and that if S is in ~ then S(n) is the unique 
strictly increasing function of n such that S ~ (a s(n) ] n ~ 1}. For S and T in C/, 
define lim inf S IT  to be lim in f ,~  S(n)/T(n), and define lira S/T  and lim sup S/T  
similarly. (Of course, these limits may be infinite, and lim S/T  may fail to exist.) 
We can now define the sets ~ and off. For the sake of completeness, we also repeat he 
definition of ~ .  
Notation. Let 
= (L E 0/I l im inf.~o~ L(n)/L(2n) > 0}, 
-~ (L ~ ~ [ lira i n fL /L  n R > 0 if R is linear  and L n R is infinite}, 
= {L ~ C[ I L(n + 1) - -  L(n) --* oo as n - *  oo}. 
A set R _C a* is linear i fR = (a k~+q I k > 0) for somep > 0 and q > 0. 
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For future reference, note that if {a~} and {b~} are sequences of real numbers, then 
l im in fa~l imin fb~ ~< l iminfa~bn <~ l im in fa ,  l imsupb~ ~< limsupanb,~ <~ 
lim sup a~ lira sup b~, where all limits are taken as n--+ oo (and O oo = oo 9 0 is 
treated as an indeterminate element satisfying every inequality). This could be shown, 
for example, by choosing a subsequence i~ such that lim aibi, = lira infa~b~; then 
lim inf a~ lim inf b~ ~ lim inf a~, lim inf bi, ~< lim aibl, = lim inf a,~b,~, and simi- 
larly, lim sup a,~b,, <~ lim sup a.  lira sup b~. Now choose a subsequence i,~ such that 
then 
lim ai, ' = lim inf a,~; 
lim inf anb~ <~ lira inf ai, f i i  ~ ~ lim sup a ib~,  ~ ~ lim sup ai, lira sup h i .  
-= lira inf a,  lim sup bi, <~ lira inf a,  lim sup b~, 
and similarly, lim inf a n lim sup b~ ~< lim sup a,fi,. 
We now need three lemmas on rates of growth. For S _C a* and x real, let 
Se(x) ~ #({a i e S I i ~< x}). 
Clearly, S(n) ---- (~x)(Se(x) • n) for S in 6g, where (/zx) means "the least x such that." 
In the following lemma p is a real constant, and a proposition of the form "P(x) for 
large x" means "there is a y such that if x ~> y then P(x)." 
LEMMA 3.1. For S and T in 0[ and P > O, S(n) <~ pT(n) for large n if and only if 
T~(x) ~< S~(px)for large x. 
Proof. Since S and T are infinite, S ~ and T e are nondecreasing integer-v alued 
functions tending toward infinity and increasing only at integral arguments. We have 
the following equivalences. 
pT(n) >/S(n) .e> p.  (t~x)(Te(x) >/n) >/(t~y)(Se(y) >~ n) 
r for all x, T~(x) >/n implies px >/(#y)(Se(y) >/n) 
~> for all x, T~(:~) >/n implies S*(px) >~ n 
<> T~(x) = n implies S#(px) ~ T~(x). 
Therefore, pT(n) >~ S(n) for large n if and only if Sr >~ T~(x) for large x. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose S and T are in GL 
(a) lira inf T/S > 0 ~ for some p > O, T~(x) ~ S~(px) for large x. 
(b) lim S/T = 0 <~ for all g > O, T~(x) ~ S~(px) for large x. 
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Proof. Using the lemma, we have the following equivalences. 
(a) lim inf T/S 2> 0 ~- for some p > O, T(n)/S(n) >/ lip for large n 
<=~ for some p > O, Te(x) <~ Se(px) for large x. 
(b) lim S/T = 0 ~=~ for all p > O, S(n)/T(n) ~ p for large n 
<=~ for all p > O, Te(x) <~ Se(px) for large x. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  T is in ~, then for all k ~ 1 there is a p > 0 such that kT#(x) 
T#(px) for large x. 
Proof. Let S = {a~[ s = T(2n), n /> 1}. Then T#(x) ~ 2S#(x). Since T is in 5~, 
lim inf T/S = lim in f ,~  T(n)/T(2n) > 0. Then by Corollary 1, for some Po > 0, 
2T~(x) ~ 2S~(poX ) ~ T~(po x) for large x. Hence, hT~(x) ~ 2~T~(x) ~ T#(po~X) =
T#(px) for large x, where p = p0 k. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that S, T1,..., T~ are in 5, n ~ 1, that T = T O u T 1 u "" u T n 
where T O is finite, and that S or T is in ~. 
(a) I f l iminf  Ti/S > O, 1 ~ i ~ n, then l iminf T/S > O. 
(b) I f l im S/Ti = O, 1 ~ i ~ n, then lim S/T = O. 
Proof. I f  T is in ~,  then by Corollary 2, for some p > 0, (n + 1)T#(x) ~ T~(px) 
for large x. Similarly, if S is in ~,  then for some p > 0, (n + 1) S#(x) ~ S~(px) for 
large x. 
(a) By Corollary 1, for some Pi > O, 1 <~ i ~ n, Ti~(x) ~ S~(pi x) for large x. 
Since To~(X) is bounded and S~(x) is not, we may extend this equation to the 
case i = 0, also. So if t5 = max0.<i.< ~ {9i}, then Ti~(x) ~ S#(/sx) for sufficiently 
large x. But then, since T = T O u "-" u Tn, we either have 
T#(x) ~ To~(X) + ... + T,~(x) ~ (n + 1) S~(~x) ~ S~(p/sx) 
for large x, or (n + l)T~(x) ~ T~(px) < To~(px ) + "" + T.~(px) < 
(n + 1) S~(/spx) for large x. So by Corollary 1, lim inf T/S > O. 
(b) By Corollary 1, for 1 ~ i ~ n and for all/5 > O, Ti#(x) < S#(/sx) for large x, 
and, again, this is also true for i = O. Hence, for any i3 > O, for large enough x 
we have either T~(x) < To~(X) + ".. + Tn#(x) ~ (n + 1) S~(fix) ~-~ S#(p~x) 
or (n + 1) T~(x) < T#(px) <~ To~(px) + '" + T,~(px) ~ (n -+- 1) S#(~px). 
In either case, for all p' > O, T~(x) ~ S#(p'x) for large x. Hence, by Corollary 1, 
lim S/T  ~ O. 
The next lemma tells us that if a language is in ~, so that intersection with a linear 
set cannot increase its rate of growth, then an e-free a-transducer cannot increase 
its rate of growth. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Suppose T = M(S),  where M is an e-free a-transducer. I f  S is in 
and T is in ~ then l im inf S/T  > O. 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose M(w) is infinite for some w in S. Since {w} is regular, 
M(w) is regular. But M(w) C a*, so M(w) is ult imately periodic [1, Theorem 2.1.2], 
and for some integers q ~> 0 and m/> 1, {a q+k'~ I k >~ 0} C M(w) C T. I f x  >/q  + 1, then 
q+(x+ 1)m~qm+m+xm<~2xm,  sothatq4-km<~2xmfor0~k~ x+ 1 
and T#(2xm) = #({a ~ e T ] t ~< 2xm}) ~> x + 1. But then Se(x) ~- #({a ' e S [ s ~< x}) ~< 
x + 1 ~ Te(2xm) for large x, so l im inf S IT  > 0 by Lemma 3.1, Corollary 1. 
Proof. Case 2. Suppose M(w) is finite for each w in S. Then  
(*) M(So) is finite for each finite S O C S. 
Let  M = (K, {a), {a), H, Po, F) ,  k o == #(K) ,  
F ~- {7 I 7 is a loop s and I 7 I ~ k0}, T" = {7 c F ]  ~7(7) :/= e}, 
and let m = I ]~er '  ] ~(7)[- For  1 ~ h ~< m, let 
S (k) ={a teS l i=-kmodm}.  
Since T ~- M(S)  is infinite, we may choose a h fo which M(S (k~) is infinite, and then 
by (*), S (~) is also infinite. Let  r = maxn~r{] ~7(h)]}. By (*), M({a ~ E S (k) [ i < rk0} )
is finite, so we may choose an a 8 in S (k) with s >1- rk o and M(a 0 ~ ;g. Since S (k) is 
infinite, if we let S '  = {a i ~ S (k) I i />  s}, then S '  is infinite. I f  R = {a 8+Sra [ j  >/0},  
then S '  = S c3 R. Since S is in c6', l im inf SIS'  > 0. Thus, it suffices to prove that 
l im inf S ' /T  > 0, for then lira inf S IT  >/lira inf S/S '  • lira inf S ' /T  > O. 
We now show that lira inf S ' /T  > 0. Since M(a 8) ~ ;~, we may choose a ,r in I Im 
with ~7(rr) = a 8. Let  a ~ ~-- 0(Tr). By the definition of r, r ]  rr I >/ [ ~7(*r)] = s >~ rk o so 
that ] rr ] /> k o . Since M has only k 0 states, ~- contains a loop y ~/ ' ,  rr = [37fi'. Let  
a ~ = ~1(~'), aq -- 0(7 ). Since M is e-free, q >/ 1. I fp  = 0, then for all i ~> 0 we have 
~(fl7i+~[3 ') = ~l(~r) = a ~, and so O(fiTi+1fl' ) = a t+iq is in M(aO, contradict ing (*). Thus,  
p ) 1, so by the definition ofm, p divides m. I fa J  is any word in S ' ,  then j  >/s ;  and 
since aJ and a ~ are in S (k), m d iv ides j  - -  s. Sop  d iv ides j  - -  s and j  = s + ip for some 
i = i ( j )  >/O. Then if we let 7rj = flTi+lfl ', we have ~(rS. ) = a 8+i~ = aJ ~ S '  C S, 
so that 0(rr~) = a *+iq is in M(S)  = T. Hence, we have an injective map f :  S '  ~ T 
given by f (a  s+i~) = a *+iq. Consider any x /> t. I f  s + ip ~ x for some i, then i ~< x 
and t + iq <~ x 4- xq <~ 2xq. Therefore,  
f({a *+i~ ~ S'  [ s + ip <~ x}) C {a*+iq e T] t + iq ~ 2xq} 
s See the proof of the Decomposition Lemma in Section 2 for the definition of loop. 
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for x >~ t; so 
S'#(x) = #({a ~+~ ~ S'  [ s + ip ~ x}) ~ #({a t+~q ~ T I t + iq ~ 2xq}) ~< T#(2xq) 
for large x. Hence, lim i n fS ' /T  > 0 by Lemma 3.1, Corollary 1. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
The next lemma tells us that an a-transducer cannot decrease the rate of growth of 
a language S, as long as S and its image are well behaved. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose T -~ M(S), where M is an a-transducer. I f  S is in ~ and T is 
in ~,  then lira inf T/S  ~ O. 
Proof. Let T ~ 7"1 U --" L) T~ be a decomposition of T satisfying the Decom- 
position Lemma. It suffices to show lim inf Ti /S  > 0 if Ti is infinite; for then, letting 
To = 0 {Tj ] Tj finite}, lira inf T/S  > 0 by Lemma 3.1, Corollary 3. 
Consider, then, an arbitrary but fixed infinite Ti 9 By the Decomposition Lemma, 
there is a p > 0 and there are integers b and c such that, if a t is in T , ,  then there is an 
a * in S for which t - -  c ----- p(s - -  b). Thus, we can define an injective map f :  Ti -~  S 
by f (a  t) ~ a 8(t) where s(t) = (1/p) ( t - -  c) + b. For any x >/ pb, suppose a *~T i  
has t ~ x; then s(t) ~ (1/p)t + b <~ (I/p)x + (1/p)x = (2/p)x. So 
f ({a  t e Ti l t ~ x}) C {a * ~ S [ s ~ (2/#)x} 
for x >/pb. But then TiC(x) ~ S#((2/p)x) for large x, so lim inf Ti/S. > 0 by Lemma 
3.1, Corollary 1. 
We can now prove the principal result of this section. 
INDEPENDENCE THEOREM. Suppose S 1 ,..., S n are in ~ ~ ~" n ~.  I f l im Si/Si+ 1 = 0 
for 1 ~ i < n, then {S 1 ,..., S~} is a strongly independent set of languages. 
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that for some k, 1 ~< k ~ n, Sk is in 
~(L,r where .W = {S 1 ,..., S~}-  {Sk}. By Lemma 2.2 we may write Sk 
L o U L 1 u ".. u L t ,  t ~ 1, L o C_ {e}, and L~ ~ J/(Xr 1 ~ i ~ t. Suppose 
(*) someLi ,  call itL, is infinite and is in J/g(S~) for some j, 1 ~<j < k. 
We will show that this leads to a contradiction. By Lemma 3.2, lira inf S~/L > O. 
Note that 
(**) for l ~ p < q <~ n, 
lim S~/Sq ~ lira S~/S~+ a • lim S~+I/S~+ 2 • -" • lim Sq_I/S q = O. 
Therefore, since j < k, 
0 ~ lim inf S~/L • lim sup L/S~ <. lim sup Sj /Sk  = O, 
S7I/IO/3-4 
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and so we must have iim supL/S~ = 0 and l imL/Sk = 0. Then by Lemma 3.I, 
Corollary 1, S~#(x) ~ L#(89 for large x. ButL _C Sk,  so for large x, L#(x) ~ See(x) 
L~(89 ~ L~(x) and L~(89 = L~(x). Hence, L~(y) is constant for 89 ~ y ~ x, 
x large, so that L*(y)  is constant for large y. Since L is infinite, this is a contradiction, 
and (*) must be false. Therefore, we may suppose that S~ = L o t3 L~ ~ "" u Lt ,  
t >~ 1, where L 0 is finite (perhaps empty), and L1,... ,L ~ are infinite and are in 
J~({Sk+ 1 .... , S~}). For any i, 1 <~ i <~ t, Li is in ~//(S~) for some j ,  k < j ~ n. Since 
Li C_ S~ ~ ~ and Li is infinite, L i is in ~;  so by Lemma 3.3, lira infLi/S~ > 0. Since 
k < j, we have, using (**), 
0 ~< lim sup S~/L i • lim infLi/S~ ~ l im sup S~/S~ = O. 
Therefore, lim sup SkiLl = 0 and lim S~/Li = 0, 1 ~ i <~ t. Hence, by Lemma 3.1, 
Corollary 3, 
0 = lim S~/(L o u ... k) L~) = lim S~/S~ = 1, 
a contradiction, proving the Independence Theorem. 
COROLLARY. If $1, S~ ,..., are in ~ c~ ~ t~ ~ and l im Si/Si~-i = O for i = 1, 2,..., 
then { S~ , $2,...} is a strongly independent set of languages. 
Proof. By the theorem, {5;1 ..... S~} is strongly independent for every n. I t  follows 
that every finite subset of{S 1 , S 2 ,...} is strongly independent, so the whole set is. 
As an application of the Independence Theorem, we can prove that the set of 
polynomial languages i  strongly independent. 
THEOREM 3.1. {Pk I k >~ 2} is a strongly independent set of languages. 
Proof. This theorem is an application of the Independence Theorem. Since 
Pe(n) = n e, limnoo~ (Pe(n)/Pk(2n)) = l imn~ (nk/(2n) k) = (89 > 0, so Pe is in ~.  
To show P~ is in ~, suppose R - {ar+~m [ i /~  0} for some r /~ 0 and m >/ 1, and 
suppose S = Pk c~ R is infinite. Choose a 8 in S. Then, for some n, s = n k and 
n e ~ r rood m. For i ~ 1, let t(i) = (n + ira) k. Then t(i) ~ n e =-- r rood m, so a ~(~ 
is in S. Then, if T = {a t(~ [ i >~ 1}, T C S, so T~(x) <~ S~(x) for all x. But 
lim Pe(i)/T(i) = lim - !im ( 1 > 0. 
i~o~ i~  (n + im) k ~ \ n/i + m = 
But then, for some p > 0, Pke(x) ~ T#(px) ~ Se(px) for large x, by Lemma 3.1, 
Corollary 1, so l im in fPk /S  > 0 and Pk is in c~. Since k >/2 ,  P~,(n + 1) - -  P~(n) = 
(n ~- 1) ~ -- n e >/kn k-1 >/n, so P~(n -]- 1) - -  P~(n) -~ oo as n --+ or, and Pk is in ~.  
Finally, lim Pk/Pk+~ = l im~o n~/n ~+~ = limno ~ (I/n) = 0. Thus, the Corollary to 
the Independence Theorem applies, and {Pe lk >/2} is a strongly independent set. 
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4. EXPONENTIAL LANGUAGES 
We now study the exponential languages E k = {a~"]n ~ 1}, k = 2, 3,.... As 
pointed out in the Introduction, these languages are not well behaved with respect o 
their rates of growth. Specifically, they are not in c~. Thus, rates of growth are too 
crude a measure to be useful here, so the arguments are based on the detaiIed structure 
of the functions Ek(n) = k w. Once again, the Decomposition Lemma is the basic tool. 
We begin with two simple lemmas. 
Suppose S and T are in 0/. I f  S C T, then for each integer n >~ 1 there is a unique 
integer f (n )  ~> 1 such that S(n) = T( f (n) ) .  Since S(n) and r (n)  are increasing 
functions, so is the functionf(n). 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose T is in 0[ and T = T 1 t_) ... U T,~, m >/ 1. Then for some 
p >/ 1 andsome i, Ti is in C[and{n ] f (n + 1) - - f (n )  = p} is infinite, wheref (n)  is the 
function such that Ti(n) = T( f (n) ) .  
Proof. We may without loss of generality that T,~ is finite (perhaps empty) and 
T 1 ,..., T~_ t are infinite. For 1 ~< i < m andp /> I, letfi(n) be the function such that 
Ti(n ) = T(f~(n)), let Ui(p) = {n I f i (n + 1) - - f i (n )  = P}, and let 
U~ = {n ]fi(n + 1) - -  f i(n) < m}. 
Since T~ is finite, there is an integer km such that a r(n) is not in T m if n /> km9 Suppose 
each U i were finite, 1 ~< i *< m. Then there would be an integer k i such that 
f i (n+ 1) - - f i (n )>/m if f~(n)>/ks .  Let k = max(k 1 .... ,k,,}. Then for each i, 
1 ~i<m,  f i(n) cou ldoccuratmostonce in{k ,k+ 1 .... , k+m--  1}asn = 1,2,..., 
since k >~ k i . Therefore, there would be a q, k ~ q < k + m, sucla tl~atfi(n ) does not 
equal q for any i, 1 ~< i < m, and any n >~ 1. Since 
T. i = {ar~(~) ] n >~ 1} ~ {ar(1~('O) ln >~ 1} 
and T is a strictly increasing function, a r(q) is not in T 1 tJ -.. k) T,~_ 1 . Since q >~ k 
km, a r(q) is not in T~,  so a r(q~ is not in T, contradicting the fact that T = {a r(n) I n >~ 1}. 
Thus, for some i, 1 ~ i < m, U i is infinite. But U~ = Ul<~<m Ui(p),  so some Ui(p)  
is infinite, proving the lemma. 
DEFmITmN. Two integers k >~ 2 and j >~ 2 are said to be powers of the same 
integer, written k ~, j ,  if k = t '~ and j  = t ~ for some positive integers t, m and n. 
LEMMA 4.2. k ~ j i f  and only i f  h p = jq for some positive integers p and q. 
Proof. I f  k and j are powers of the same integer t, say k = tq and j = t ~, then 
k ~ = t ~ = jq. Now suppose k~ = jq for some positive p and q. I f  d is the greatest 
common divisor of p and q, then r = p/d and s = q/d are relatively prime integers, 
and k ~ = is. I fp~ "" p~* is the prime decomposition of./', then since (]s)l/r = k is an 
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integer, r must  divide each sc i . Since r and s are relatively prime, r divides each ci,  
so jUt  is an integer. But then if we let t = ja/r then j  = t r and k = t s, so that j  and k 
are powers of the same integer. 
COROLLARY. ~ is an equivalence relation on {2, 3, 4,...}. 
Proof. I t  suffices to show that if i ~-~ j and j ~ k then i ~ k. By the lemma, 
if i ~ j  and j  ~ k then i v = jq and j  r = k s for some positive integersp,  q, r, s. Hence, 
i~r = j~r = kqs and i ~-~ k. 
THEOaEM 4.1. Suppose JC{2 ,3 ,4 , . . .} ,  .W = {Es l j~  J} , and k >/2.  Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(i) k ,-~ j for some j in J. 
(ii) Ek is in dd(Se). 
(iii) E~ is in o~(~c~). 
Proof. (i) => (ii). Suppose k = t ~ and j = t" for some j in J and some posit ive 
integers r, s, and t. I t  suffices to prove that Ek is in ,/g(Ee) and Ee is in ~r for then 
E~ is in ~r _C JI(~C(Es.)) = J / (E j )  C dg(s 
Let  m = k - -  1 = t ~ - -  1. Then  m ~> 1. In  the following, all congruenees are 
modulo m. We claim that t ~ ~ 1 if and only if i is a mult iple of r. To  see this, note that 
any i /~  0 equals nr +p for some integers n /~ 0 and 0 ~p < r. Since t r -~ 1, 
t i =(F )nt  ~-~t~.  But p <r ,  so tv - -1  < t ~-  1 =m,  and hence tv - -1  ~-0  
if and only if t ~ - -  1 = 0, if and only if p = 0. (Note t =/= 1 since t r = k =/= 1.) 
Therefore,  t i ~ 1 if and only if i = nr for some n ~> 0. Thus,  if R = {a n I n ~ 1, 
n ~> 1} then 
EtcsR={a t ' l i>~ 1, t ~= 1} 
= {a*"[n >/ 1} 
----- E~,  since k = t r. 
But R is regular, so E~ is in M/(Et). 
To  show Et is in dC'(Ej), it obviously suffices to show that E, t.) {a} is in J/(E0. t.) {a}). 
Note that since j = t", E~ u {a} = {a ~"" ] n >/0}.  For  0 ~< i < s, let hi be the homo- 
morphism hi(a) = a t*. Then 
U hi(EJ k) {a}) = {(ate)*"' [n >/0 ,  0 ~< i < s} 
O<~i<s 
-={ at"'+'ln) 0,0 ~ i<s}  
= {a~'l l >7 0} 
= Et u {a}. 
Hence, Et t3 {a) is in dt ' (E  s u {a}). 
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(ii) => (iii). Obvious. 
(iii) ~ (i). Suppose Ek is in ~(5r  Since k /> 2, Ek(n+ 1) - -Ek(n) -~ 
k n+z - -  k ~ = k"(k - -  1) --+ oo as n --~ ~,  so Ek is in ~.  Hence, E~ has a decomposition 
satisfying the Decomposition Lemma, and applying Lemma 4.1 to this decomposition, 
we can make the following assertions. There is an infinite T _ Ek and a p >/ 1 such 
that {n [ f (n  + 1) --  f (n )  = p) is infinite, where f is the function such that T(n) = 
E~(f(n)) .  Furthermore, there is a p > 0, integers b t> 0 and c /> 0, and a language 
E j , j  in J, such that if a t is in T then for some s = s(t), a s is in Ej and t - -  c = p(s - -  b). 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we now show that j  and k are powers of the 
same integer. For any n ~ 1, if we let t = E~(f(n))  = T(n), then a t is in T, so a s(t) 
is in Ej and s(t) = Er = jg(n) for some integer g(n). Since t is an increasing 
function of n and s = (1/p)(t - -  c) + b is an increasing function of t, g is an increasing 
function of n. So as n ~ 0% g(n) --+ oo. 
Thus, for n ~ 1, we have M (") --  c = p(jg(n) - -  b). I f  we let p~ = kJ(~/] g(~) = 
(p(jgc,~ __ b) + c)/j g(~), then as n ---+ 0% g(n) --+ 0% and p~ --* p. But p > O, so 
as  n ~ oo, (Pn+l/Pn) - -  1 = (Pn+l  - -  Pn)/Pn ~ O/p ~ O, SO Pn+l/Pn - -+  1. Letting 
f ' (n)  -~ f (n  + 1) --  f (n )  and g'(n) - -  g(n + 1) -- g(n), we have M'(")/j ~'c") = 
pn+l/Pn---~ 1 as n---~ o0. But if U = {n r f (n  + 1) - - f (n )  =p},  then we have seen 
that U is infinite. Sincef'(n) = p for n in U, as n ~ oo within U we have M'(n)/j g'(") 
kv/j  g'(~) --~ 1. Since k ~ is a constant, we must have j~'(~) ~ k v as n --+ oo within U; 
but g'(n) is an integer-valued function, sojg'c-) = k v for large n in U. Thus, k v ~ jq 
for some integer q, so k ~-~j by Lemma 4.2. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose J c_ {2, 3, 4,...} and .~W = (E# [ j  ~ ]}. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) oW is weakly independent. 
(ii) s  is independent. 
(iii) s  is strongly independent. 
(iv) No two numbers in J are powers of the same integer. 
Proof. (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by Theorem 2.1. By Theorem 4.1, two 
distinct numbers k and j in J are powers of the same integer if and only if some Ek 
in .LP is in o~(.LP - -  {E~}), that is, if and only if Se is not strongly independent. Hence, 
(iv) is equivalent to (iii). 
EXAMPLE 1. I f  J is the set of prime numbers, then {Ej ] j  ~ J-) is strongly inde- 
pendent. This is another example of an infinite set of languages which, like {Pj ] j >~ 2), 
is independent. 
EXAMPLE 2. In general, {E~ [] ~ J} is a maximal independent subset of{E2, E8, E 4,...} 
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if and only if J contains exactly one representative from each equivalence class of N.  
For example, let 
J0 ~ {t >~ 2 j ifp~ x ... p~- is the prime decomposition of t then g.c.d. (e 1 ,..., en) = 1}. 
Thus, Jo consists of those integers whose prime decompositions have relatively prime 
exponents. It is easily seen that every integer k /> 2 has the form t r for t in J0, r a 
positive integer, and that if t r is in J0 then r = 1. Hence, J0 contains exactly one 
representative from each equivalence class, and if t is in J0 then the equivalence class 
containing t is {F ] r ~> 1}. Hence, {Ej t j ~ J0} is a maximal independent subset of 






For j >~ 2 and k >/2, the following are equivalent. 
N(E ) =  (E3. 
= 
Proof. Obviously, (ii) =~ (iii) =~ (iv) ~ (i). I f~(Ek)  _C o~(Ej) then Ek is in o~,(E~.). 
By Theorem 4.1, k ~,j,  and so Ek is in ~'(E~) and Ej is in ./r Thus, ./~(Ek) = 
~(E j ) .  So (i) ~ (ii). 
I f  o~(E~) C oo~(Ek) then E~ is in o~(Ek) C ~(Ek)  and by Corollary 2, o~(E~.) = 
o4~(Ek). Thus, o~(E~.) and g(Ek) are either equal or incomparable, so {~(Ek) I k ~> 2} = 
{~(Ek) I k e J0} 9 is a collection of incomparable AFLs. Similarly, {#/'l(Ek) [k >/2} 
and {o~(Ek) f k ~> 2} are also collections of incomparable families. These collections 
have no families in common. In fact, since E k is a nonregular one-letter language, for 
any set ~ of one-letter languages, o~(Ek) ~ .//2(~) and o-~(Ek) ~ g(~o)  [4]. Therefore, 
not only do the collections {J2(Ek) ] h >~ 2}, {~(Ek) [ k ~> 2} and {~(Ek) [k >~ 2} 
have no families in common, but no family of the second collection is even contained 
in any family of the first collection, and no family of the third collection is contained 
in a family of the first or second. 
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